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January Meeting Dates 

 

*Council Meetings at 6pm:  

January 10th 2023 

  January 17th 2023 

 

*WDDA Meeting at 5:30pm:  

January 16th 2023 

 

Do you ever wonder what the abbreviations on your utility bill stand for? Below is a guide for those abbreviations. 

PB: Previous Balance 

WA:  Water Usage Based on Meter Reading 

SW:  Sewer Usage Based on Water Usage 

WD: Water Ready to Serve 

SD: Sewer Ready to Serve 

TR: Trash, brush & leaf collection 

RT: Red Tag 

NSF: Non-Sufficient Funds 

RW: Reconnect Water 

DW: Disconnect Water 
 

REMINDER: 

 

Granger will be picking up live 

Christmas Trees the first two 

weeks after the New Year. 

 

 

The decorations in the downtown 

planters were provided by the 

Webberville Garden Club. The 

Village would like to thank the 

Garden Club for all of their efforts 

to help beautify our community. 

 

 

Spotlight:  

We would like to thank the DPW for their 

hard work especially during the holiday 

season. They were out plowing at all hours 

trying to keep up with the snow storm we 

received. Even on Christmas, away from 

their families, they were out here trying to 

get what they could cleared up.  
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 With colder temperatures comes the 

risk of frozen pipes. An eighth-inch 

crack in a pipe can leak up to 2580 

gallons of water a day. Both plastic and 

copper pipes may burst, causing 

property damage. Here are a few tips 

that may help to prevent your pipes 

from freezing: 

 Insulate pipes in crawl spaces 

and attics. 

 Use heat tape or 

thermostatically-controlled heat 

cables to wrap pipes. 

 Seal leaks that allow cold air 

inside.  

 Disconnect garden hoses and if 

practical, use an indoor valve to 

shut off and drain water leading 

to outside faucets.  

 Open cabinets to allow heat to 

reach uninsulated pipes under 

sinks and appliances near 

exterior walls.  

Joke of the Month:    

 

§ 92.15 SNOW REMOVAL REQUIRED. 

   The occupant of any premises in the village, 

which includes any house, store, building, or 

lot, upon which there is located a public 

sidewalk, shall remove or cause to be 

removed from the sidewalk ice and snow 

subject to the following requirements. 

   (A)   All snow and ice shall be removed 

within 24 hours after it has ceased if the 

accumulation is less than four inches. 

   (B)   All the snow and ice shall be removed 

within 48 hours after it has ceased if the 

accumulation is more than four inches. 

(Ord. 155, passed 12-6-1999) Penalty, see § 

92.99 

§ 92.16 NEGLECT TO REMOVE SNOW; 

PROCEDURE. 

   Should any owner or occupant of any 

premises subject to this subchapter neglect or 

refuse to remove the snow and ice from the 

public sidewalk as provided in § 92.15, the 

Village President or designee shall remove, or 

cause to be removed, all the snow and ice at 

the owner's expense, which charge shall 

constitute a special assessment and payable as 

provided in § 92.17. 

(Ord. 155, passed 12-6-1999) 

 
 


